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“Ozu’s films are comparable to deep, clear water, 
perfectly still.” (Maurice Pinguet). The simplicity of Ozu’s 
images is perfectly apparent. It is in the transparency of 
these lines that the true depth of his films is played out: 
Everything happens as if we were dealing with the most 
natural, most common world, and yet from the outset we 
notice a lapse—the characters move in an artificial way, 
their expression is always missing, they seem to float, 
between presence and absence.

This pan.able is an invitation to meditate at the borders 
between visual arts and the psychology of perception. 
To think this in-between, between the 2D of the image 
and the 3D of reality, the 2.5D can be understood both 
as a new approach to perspective construction and 
as a specific relationship to the world. In the sense 
of perspective, the Ozuian image does not seem 
to be constructed linearly according to the rules of 
the vanishing point that unify a homogeneous and 
structured space. Rather, it is constructed according to 
a principle of superimposed layers, like cartoons.  

The pan. able shows the passage from an image as a 
section of the real to an image as a recomposition of the 
real, from a conception of unified space to a conception 
of stratified space. Metaphorically, this in-between time 
of 2.5D reveals that behind the purity and serenity of 
Ozu’s images a form of drama is at play: the character 
haunts the world more than he inhabits it. He is in the 
lining. He is no longer a singular character in a fiction, 
but a prototype, an idea: There Was a Father, in reference 
to the title of another Ozu film. The procedure of the 
pan. able enables us to appreciate this disconnect of 
the real space and its substitution by an artificial and 
stratified image. It gives the impression of both looking 
at a fun flip book and facing a ghost, escaped from 
its body, lost in its own reverie. Between an amused 
tenderness and a sensory reflexivity, this is precisely 
where Ozu’s films take place, between the surface and 
the depth, between presence and absence, between the 
singular and the typical—in this in—between space of 
the 2.5D.
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When the user scrolls, each image layer moves from left 
to right at different speeds giving an impression of depth 
in the page. The speed of each layer is defined by its 
width compared to the width of other layers: the wider 
the image, the faster it will move.
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